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INTRODUCTION 

In this press kit, you can read about some of the sustainable partnerships, projects and initiatives that 

shoot up and grow during Roskilde Festival. You can see them in the shape of new camping communities, a 

human chain for solidarity or compliment pins that make everyone feel included.  

For many years, trash has been and continues to be a big and visible environmental challenge at the 

festival. In 2019, we have extra focus on how we can speed up the change to a more positive trash culture 

among our participants. We do this e.g. through experiments with special camping communities, sorting 

and recycle systems and trash parades.  

This year, the festival makes a special effort to communicate to festivalgoers that left behind camping gear 

harms the environment.  

Read more here:  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/about/sustainability/waste-recycling/ 

and here:  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/baeredygtigt-paa-festival-den-groenne-

studenterbevaegelse/ 

The Roskilde Festival group is a volunteer-run, non-profit organisation with the purpose of making a 

difference and a positive imprint on our surroundings. The positive change can only succeed if we also 

focus on sustainable development, in which sustainability is understood holistically. That means, that the 

environment, social elements and economy affect each other and that sustainability comes from the way 

we change, manage and create. In our press kit, this is expressed through three dimensions: 

 Resources and consumption:  Here you can find the projects that aim to ensure that we don’t use 

the earth’s natural resources quicker than they are restored and recreated. It is especially about 

new and upcoming projects that work toward changing festival participants’ behaviour and 

consequently the trash culture at Roskilde Festival.  

 Accessibility: We want to know more about how we create a space at Roskilde Festival in which 

everyone feels comfortable and where we treat each other with respect. That is why this year, we 

launch initiatives that will investigate the drinking and smoking culture at Roskilde Festival. 

Accessibility also covers initiatives that work to break down the physical, cultural or social barriers, 

which prevent everyone to become part of the community on equal terms.  

 Growth segment: This dimension covers projects that use Roskilde Festival to learn more about our 

society and culture. Students, entrepreneurs and artists who all use Roskilde Festival as a platform 

to create sustainable change in the world through art, student projects from DTU (Technical 

University of Denmark) or new entrepreneurial ideas.  

 We hope the press kit will inspire you to investigate the myriad of ideas, initiatives and projects. Hopefully, 

you will find inspiration for stories to tell the rest of the world.  

Happy reading and have a wonderful Roskilde Festival! 

  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/about/sustainability/waste-recycling/
https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/baeredygtigt-paa-festival-den-groenne-studenterbevaegelse/
https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/baeredygtigt-paa-festival-den-groenne-studenterbevaegelse/
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RESOURCES AND CONSUMPTION 

Roskilde Festival is continuously working to reduce the amount of resources that are used and to avoid that 

resources go to waste. We are working with consumption and waste through different initiatives by 

focussing on reducing, reusing, recycling and reimagining consumption and resources. These initiatives 

cover actual efforts such as putting an end to the use of plastic straws and working with special 

communities that focus on the positive culture of behaviour to create awareness about the individual’s 

consumption and responsibility.  

Clean camping areas are growing: more people move into camping communities 

Several areas in the camping city have been made into community oriented “neighbourhoods” where 

participants have decided in advance that they want to contribute to a positive trash culture and stand 

united in keeping the area clean during the festival – and when they leave it. The areas have names such as 

Clean Out Loud, Silent & Clean and Dream City – Leave No Trace, which over the years have increased in 

size and popularity. This year, the areas can hold more than 28,500 participants. In 2018, the number was 

roughly 25,000.  

In 2019, we are introducing the experimental area known as DustxSpirit, which is right in the heart of the 

most intense party area L. Here, participants will be invited into a community on arrival where 

sustainability and unity are at the centre.  

Facts about the neighbourhoods:  

 Dream City is a type of cohabitation where residents have the chance to challenge the boundaries 

for sustainable festival participation with their own buildings and installations. Residents 

incorporate sustainability in many aspects and on Sunday, the Dreamers help each other clean up, 

sort and recycle in the area. Approximate capacity: 2,000 

 Settle’n Share is created in collaboration with Roskilde Festival Højskole and the folk high school 

spirit can be felt e.g. during the regular morning assembly. Camps have applied in advance and 

contribute with activities for the enjoyment of others and the community. Approximate capacity: 

3,500 

 Clean Out Loud is created in collaboration with Vallekilde Højskole. The area was founded in 2011 

with the purpose of changing the attitude towards trash. It is a contingent that inhabitants leave 

the area in the same state as it was in when they arrived. The target group is primarily students 

from folk high schools, boarding schools and youth education programmes. Approximate capacity: 

12,000 

 Silent & Clean is for festivalgoers who want a calmer and cosy atmosphere without all-night music. 

Inhabitants are responsible for keeping the area clean in collaboration with the festival’s hosts. 

Approximate capacity: 8,000 

 DustxSpirit is new in 2019 and is located right at the heart of camping area L, which traditionally is 

the place for the wildest parties. Here, we want to show that you can party and keep a clean and 

tidy neighbourhood. Students from Roskilde Festival Højskole will hold events that involve the 

inhabitants with the ambition to turn the wildest area into the greenest. Approximate capacity: 

2,000 

 Leave No Trace has grown continuously since its debut in 2018. Camps dream big and focus on 

themes such as Energy, Nourishment and Upcycling with sustainable initiatives based on 

environment and community. Approximate capacity: 1,200 
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Make up your mind about your trash and be part of reducing the environmental impact 

Trash and single-use camping gear has a significant environmental impact, which is why Roskilde Festival 

has 11 Recycling stations spread across the camping area this year. The stations are part of the ReAct 

initiatives for the participants, ensuring that they can get rid of their trash every day. Common for the 

Recycling stations is that you can sort into the fractions: metal, glass, cardboard, batteries, residual waste 

and air mattresses containing soft PVC. The stations are manned during the day and at this time you can get 

help sorting your trash, get trash bags and guidance or a nice chat with the friendly volunteers.  

 

Swap-shop takes Roskilde out of the single-use-and-throw-away culture 

On a trial basis this year, Roskilde Festival has a swap-shop, which is a spare-part shop on wheels. Here, 

festivalgoers can replace a broken pavilion pole or get an extra tent peg if needed. That way, many usable 

items are saved from becoming trash. The swap-shop will drive around to the different stations in East.  

 

A steady stream of organic beverages 

Since 2014, Roskilde Festival has worked strategically on reorganising the festival’s food production to 

being organic. Now, beverages follow suit. When it comes to ecology, it is our ambition to take the lead and 

constantly deliver new sustainable solutions. This year, we introduce a number of new beers and soft drinks 

that are not only organic but local as well. The new range has seven different organic soft drinks from 

Naturfrisk (including a cola), four types of soft drinks made especially for the festival by the Hvidovre-based 

company Nohrlund, organic cola and soft drinks with rhubarb, apple and grape from Fritz-Kola in Hamburg 

and a new organic energy drink, Booster Black Edition, from Faxe Kondi. Last, but not least, Tuborg has 

created the organic beer Orange with a fruity taste and notes of mango, grapefruit and lime. Tuborg 

Orange and the beers RÅ and Jacobsen Extra pilsner are of course also part of this year’s range, and are 

part of a long-term collaboration with Tuborg to make the beer selection as organic as possible.  

Read more here:  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/drinksnyheder-i-en-lind-stroem/ 

 

Fighting plastic waste – reusable glasses replace disposable cups. No more straws. 

You will no longer be able to drink your beer from a disposable plastic cup from the bars at Roskilde 

Festival. Beverages will now be served in reusable glasses, which can be reused up to 25 times. The 

initiative includes a new refund system and mobile dishwashers, where the used glasses will enter dirty at 

one end and come out clean at the other – ready to be used again.  

Read more here:  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/plastic-change-tuborg-genbruger-glas/ 

 

 

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/drinksnyheder-i-en-lind-stroem/
https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/plastic-change-tuborg-genbruger-glas/
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In 2018, Roskilde Festival used about 475,000 plastic straws, but this year you won’t find many of them. 

When the usual drinks are served, it will as a rule be without the small, bendy plastic companion. However, 

it will be possible to buy a straw for 5 DKK (festivalgoers, for whom a straw is a physical necessity are 

exempted from this). If you fear for your milkshake or slush ice, don’t worry. These items come with a 

paper straw.  

Read more here:  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/bye-bye-plastic-straws/ 

  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/bye-bye-plastic-straws/
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ACCESSIBILITY  

We want a diverse festival. There should be room for everyone and nothing should limit the individual’s 

active participation in and contribution to a community in which everyone acts in a respectful manner 

towards each other. This requires that we break down barriers, whether they be cultural, social or 

physical.  

 

Alcohol-free at the festival 

As a new initiative, Roskilde Festival and Tuborg has set up an alcohol-free zone this year. It is called 

Hydration Zone and is located in a corner of City Centre East. In Hydration Zone, you can only buy alcohol-

free beverages. You can e.g. enjoy the new non-abv Special Effects by Brooklyn Lager or the so-called 

mocktails that taste like cocktails – only without alcohol. When the inner festival area opens on 

Wednesday, you can find Roskilde Festival’s brand new alcohol-free bar Skotlander Cocktail Lounge. Here, 

you can enjoy an alcohol-free Dark & Dusty with Skotlander 0.0% alcohol rum, made especially for the 

festival.  

 

Danish Cancer Society try out non-smoking areas 
Contact: Maria Grønnegaard Jensen, Danish Cancer Society: mgj@cancer.dk / tel.: +45 40 57 33 61 

Roskilde Festival has partnered up with Danish Cancer Society and TrygFonden on the project “Røgfri 

Fremtid” (Smoke-free Future). As part of the collaboration, the festival is available for studies about young 

people’s attitude to smoking. This year, the study focuses on festivalgoers’ experience of and attitude to 

non-smoking areas at the festival, especially around the food stands. The marking of the areas as non-

smoking is one of the recommendations from the Danish Cancer Society’s study at Roskilde Festival 2018. 

You can read more about the study and further information about the collaboration and Roskilde 

Festival’s attitude to tobacco here:  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/da/presse/viden/tobaksssalg/ (in Danish only) 

 

Responsible Refund – refund collectors carry out an important clean-up task 

Each year, refund collectors carry out an important clean-up task at Roskilde Festival. In order to support 

their work and ensure dignified conditions for the refund collectors and good relations between 

festivalgoers and professional refund collectors, refund guides will help the refund collectors with 

guidelines and good refund customs including handing out bags, gloves and caps. They are available and 

guide people at all hours at the big refund stands. Again this year, Roskilde Festival sets up Refunders’ 

Lounge to improve conditions for the refund collectors. Here, refund collectors have the opportunity to 

take a shower and have a free meal made with produce collected through the festival’s food waste 

project.  

  

  

mailto:mgj@cancer.dk
https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/da/presse/viden/tobaksssalg/
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App and map will make the festival more accessible for the blind and partially sighted 

Contact: Jesper Holck, Handicapservice (disability service), Roskilde Festival: Tel. +45 29 46 76 52 

Festivalgoers who are visually impaired need to be able to participate on equal terms as other 

participants. Therefore, several associations and Roskilde Festival collaborate on increasing the 

accessibility at the festival. This year, festivalgoers with visual impairment will be able to orientate more 

easily at the festival by the aid of tactile maps of the festival area and camping area. There is also an app, 

Blinfo, which informs and guides the visually impaired exactly like a speaking sign. The app is activated by 

the aid of installed Bluetooth sensors. 

The project is a collaboration between Roskilde Festival’s Handicapservice (disability service), Blindecenter 

Bredegaard, The Institute for the Blind and Partially Sighted (IBOS), Dansk Blindesamfunds Ungdom 

(DBSU), Landsforeningen af Forældre til Blinde og Svagsynede (LFBS) and Roskilde Handicapråd (municipal 

disability counsel). 

 

FabLab pimps and repairs wheelchairs in handicamp 

Contact: Jesper Holck, Handicapservice (disability service), Roskilde Festival: Tel. +45 29 46 76 52 

This year, Roskilde University’s (RUC) lab called FabLab opens a workshop in the camp with special 

accessibility, Handicamp, in which they repair and upgrade festivalgoers’ wheelchairs. Through the help of 

machines such as 3D printers, the students can make small repairs and install light, sound, USB chargers 

and other gadgets on the wheelchairs. Handicamp is an area at Roskilde Festival with good conditions for 

people with special needs and disabilities.  

 

SIND Ungdom breaks the taboo about psychological vulnerability 

Contact: Theodor Gjerding, Landsformand for SIND Ungdom, theodor@sindungdom.dk , tel.: +45 31 37 32 

The youth organisation, SIND Ungdom works for a society in which no young person feels alone or 

isolated, but instead is met with understanding, respect and recognition, when they or their loved ones 

are struck by psychological vulnerability. At Roskilde Festival, the focus is on why psychological 

vulnerability is tabooed and how to create communities for young people who are psychologically 

vulnerable. At Roskilde Festival, they carry out the following projects: 

 Talk: SIND Ungdom invites to a talk about psychological vulnerability where the union’s national 

chairman, Theodor Gjerding, and a young musician will break the taboo and talk about what 

psychologically vulnerability is. Here, the audience will have a chance to pull the plug and relax 

completely, when Keren Gelfer starts by setting the frame with meditation that clears the mind. 

Moderated by Sandie Westh. 

Where and when: Tuesday 2 July 15:00-15:45, Flokkr 

 

 Dilemma cards: SIND Ungdom takes the temperature on the youth’s attitude to psychologically 

vulnerability and challenges festivalgoers to break the taboo and speak about dilemmas that 

relate to the theme. SIND Ungdom can be found around the camping area armed with dilemma 

cards and lots of facts.  
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Where and when: Sunday 30 June 10:00-15:00, camping areas L and F and Monday 1 July 10:00-

15:00, camping areas J and P. Starting at the towers both days.  

 

 Compliment pins: Everyone can use a nice compliment. SIND Ungdom helps festivalgoers give 

each other compliments and put them on pins.  

Where and when: Sunday 30 June 10:00-15:00, camping areas L and F and Monday 1 July 10:00-

15:00, camping areas J and P.  

 

Danish Red Cross Youth invites the community to come behind the closed doors 

Contact: Nicoline Buron, Danish Red Cross Youth, nicoline@urk.dk / tel.: +45 28 95 66 26   

Through installation, podcast, video and dialogue games, the Danish Red Cross Youth (URK) focuses on a 

youth life behind closed doors. At this year’s festival, URK gives a voice to young people, who have lived a 

different youth life as e.g. placed in care, criminals or with mental or physical illnesses. They want to deal 

with the taboo about fear of intimacy and prejudice. The youths dream about becoming part of a 

community where their situation does not define them. This is what URK focuses on through the following 

projects.  

 In URK’s installation, you can look out through the windows – out onto the festival and the 

community – but nobody can look in. In the installation, you can hear podcasts with personal 

stories from young people, who spend or have spent their youth life “behind closed doors”. The 

10 youths give a unique glimpse into their world, in which the common denominator is the feeling 

of being on the outside. Common for all of them is that their way out of their loneliness is “the 

good community”.  

 Danish Red Cross Youth volunteers also have activities on the inner area. There is a discrimination 

queue where festival participants are tested and a dialogue game that will start the difficult 

dialogue about being young and the feeling of being different. The goal is to create solidarity, 

understanding and dialogue.  

Where and when: Sunday 30 June – Wednesday 3 July 11:00-17:00, Dream Space.  

 

Psychologically vulnerable youths need a safe experience as volunteers 

Contact: Zenia Hansen, Bistedet: Zeniah@roskilde.dk / tel.: +45 30 61 85 55 

Again this year, Roskilde Festival is collaborating with the union Bistedet. The goal of the union is to create 

positive communities between the psychologically vulnerable and volunteers in Roskilde municipality. 

Together, they will create better opportunities that ensure that young people who are psychologically 

vulnerable feel safe when they volunteer at the festival. Bistedet helps a group of young psychologically 

vulnerable people who have been assigned a volunteer role in the Volunteer Lounge area. Here, they will 

help with various practical tasks and hold social activities such as speed-friending for other volunteers. They 

get extra help in the way of extra breaks, support and guidance.   

mailto:nicoline@urk.dk
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GROWTTH SEGMENT AND PLATFORM FOR KNOWLEDGE 

 

Roskilde Festival can be understood as a living city lab, where we make our festival city available to the rest 

of the world, in order for all of us to learn about and maybe develop the sustainable solutions of the future. 

We do this by giving access to educational institutions and organisations so that they can test and develop 

new solutions to social and environmental challenges.  

We believe that art and culture can create new perspectives and be a catalyst for change in the community. 

In order to ensure that art and culture can still do this and that everyone has equal access to enter into and 

create art under reasonable conditions, we support and work with the artistic growth segment, in which 

new exciting ideas, talents, expressions and art forms grow and develop.  

 

‘Tag ordet!’: Young activists focus on communities 

Contact: Astrid Schmeltzer Dybkjær, Information, tel.: +45 42 16 48 69 / asd@information.dk 

Meet the young activists from Roskilde Festival and the daily newspaper, Information’s, democracy media 

school ‘Tag ordet !’ (in Danish only), when they hold workshops at Roskilde. ‘Tag ordet!’ meaning “speak”, 

is a binding community, which is supported by Roskilde Festival with a donation of 250,000 DKK. A group of 

young people from different backgrounds have gone through an intensive course programme and have 

been taught about forms of debate and activism by editors from Information and experienced activists. The 

goal is to put extra focus on the community and to clear the way for even more people to speak up and 

participate in the democratic debate.  

Time and place: Sunday 12:00-14:30, Monday 12:00-14:30 and Tuesday 15:00-17:30 at Flokkr. 

 

If you are not an activist for the climate, you are an “inactivist”: The Green Student Movement 

focuses on climate activism 

Contact: Emma Lorenzen, Den Grønne Studenterbevægelse (The Green Student Movement): 

djf550@alumni.ku.dk 

The green Student Movement (DGSB) is an initiative set up by students from various Danish higher 

education institutions in the spring of 2018. They all wish for a greener future. DGSB encourages action at 

all levels through two events at Roskilde Festival:  

 Morning assembly: Activism is often associated with specific stereotypes or political orientation. 

The Green Student Movement wants to change this. When it comes to climate, everybody is 

affected and it is important that it not be seen as a fight only fought by the few. Therefore, DGSB 

will use the morning assembly with festivalgoers to challenge and inspire to what climate activism 

can be.  

Where and when:  Sunday 1 July 10:00-10:45, Flokkr.  

 

 Climate chain: Festivalgoers and DGSB will form a giant human chain through the camping area to 

show themselves, each other and politicians that they stand united on climate. It is a call for quick 

mailto:asd@information.dk
mailto:https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/tag-ordet-aktivisme-solidaritet/
mailto:djf550@alumni.ku.dk
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action. During the human chain, different activities will be held, such as an artistic event, limbo 

dancing and plenty of waves and rallying cries.  

Where and when: Sunday 1 July 

Further reading:  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/baeredygtigt-paa-festival-den-groenne-

studenterbevaegelse/ 

 

Human banner in front of Orange Stage creates solidarity 

Contact: Maja Andersen, ActionAid Denmark, tel.: +45 26 83 56 20 / man@ms.dk 

Under the headline ’Our choice – our future’ ActionAid Denmark is working to promote solidarity at this 

year’s festival as the most important weapon against the many challenges faced by the world’s largest 

youth generation. The fight against the climate crisis, inequality, discrimination and poverty can only be 

won through solidarity. Alongside 1,000 festivalgoers and volunteers, they will spread the message with all 

of Roskilde Festival’s attitudinal partners and organise a huge human banner in front of Orange Stage with 

the words “solidarity now”. 

Where and when: Friday 4 July 12:30-13:30 in front of Orange Stage.  

 

Green Design Market: New market is the platform for responsible consumption 

This year, new entrepreneurs, artists and designers who focus on responsible consumption will have a 

platform where they can display their stories and products. The new Green Design Market creates a market 

place of about 700 m2, located centrally at Roskilde Festival. Here, festivalgoers can take part in workshops, 

have a cup of coffee and find inspiration for their everyday lives. All stands at the Green Design Market 

have been carefully chosen (in collaboration with the consumer-guide Go Green Denmark) with an eye to 

environmental, social and economic responsibility and they have their own views on what sustainable 

shopping is. You can literally be dressed from cradle to grave, as you can buy organic children’s clothing and 

sustainable pension savings.  

Where and when: Barn 45 between Gloria and Avalon, Wednesday through Saturday  

Read more here:  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/green-design-market/ 

 

Musicon organises Hackathon for DTU students 

Contact: Andreas Høegh, Musicon secretariat, andreasbh@roskilde.dk 

Since 2010, Roskilde Festival and Technical University of Denmark (DTU) have collaborated on collecting 

data with the purpose of developing innovative and sustainable solutions to improving the festival 

experience. This year, a new player will enter the stage and join the collaboration, as the secretariat in the 

creative Roskilde neighbourhood, Musicon, will play an active role as part of a three-year collaboration 

with Roskilde Festival.  

https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/baeredygtigt-paa-festival-den-groenne-studenterbevaegelse/
https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/baeredygtigt-paa-festival-den-groenne-studenterbevaegelse/
mailto:man@ms.dk
https://www.roskilde-festival.dk/en/years/2019/news/green-design-market/
mailto:andreasbh@roskilde.dk
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The collaboration between Roskilde Festival and Musicon consists of a hackathon, which is a 48-hour 

event, where DTU students meet with entrepreneurs and work intensely on concept development and 

development of prototypes for their projects. The goal is to generate ideas that solve actual problems for 

Roskilde Festival and Musicon, and the two partners have collaborated on producing five themes on which 

the projects will be based. This year, the themes are “Pedestrian bridges and connections”, “Light in the 

urban space and events”, “Shared bicycles”, “Urban space furniture” and “Waste sorting”.  

The year’s hackathon was held at Musicon from 6 to 8 June and like previous years, the projects will be 

tried and tested during Roskilde Festival, where you can meet the students and hear more about the 

individual projects.  

 

Innovative entrepreneurs at the festival 

Contact: Line Skouboe, communications advisor, tel.: +45 61 90 50 39 / line.skouboe@innofond.dk 
For the third year in a row, the Innovation fund and Roskilde Festival collaborate on giving festival 

participants the chance to experience entrepreneurship, when four selected companies work on finding 

sustainable solutions for the future. They will also be able to use the festival as a living test lab.  

 
The four chosen projects that can be experienced at Roskilde Festival are:  

Cook with solar energy 

Contact: Akiko Ashibashi, ai@heliac.dk / tel.: +45 22 36 99 11 

The company, Heliac, has developed the Solar Cooker, a solar powered stove, making it possible to cook a 

meal using only the rays of the sun. This is beneficial for the climate as well as the general health of people 

in developing countries. Festivalgoers at Roskilde Festival have the opportunity to make pancakes, 

popcorn or cook their own food on Heliac’s Solar Cooker in two fire pits in Clean Out Loud.  

 

Eat insect steaks 

Contact: Jessica Moore Buhl-Nielsen, jessica@wholifoods.com / tel.: +45 31 13 07 75 

The entrepreneurial company, Wholi Foods, tests its insect-based alternative to meat with a bicycle 

kitchen and hands out samples at different areas of the festival. The restaurant, Haché Burger even has an 

insect burger with Manna on the menu in its stand at Roskilde Festival.  

 

Battle of ‘physical E-sport’ 

Contact: Kristoffer Greve Nielsen, kristoffergn@jabii.com / tel.: +45 66 14 99 11 

The young entrepreneurs behind the company JABII wants to prove that e-sport does not equal sitting still 

behind the screen. They have developed a game that combines physical activity with digital elements 

through an app and a type of advanced extendable boxing glove. At Roskilde Festival, participants will 

have the chance to test the e-sport game on their own bodies in the festival’s Game area.  

 

Testing robot technology 

Contact: Mogens Rosenvang, mr@robostacker.com / tel.: +45 66 14 99 11 

The Danish robot company, MRN, has developed a sensor-based safety solution for collaborative robots, 

mailto:skouboe@innofond.dk
mailto:ai@heliac.dk
mailto:jessica@wholifoods.com
mailto:kristoffergn@jabii.com
mailto:mr@robostacker.com
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which enables safe human-robot collaboration. MRN invites participants at Roskilde Festival to test and 

develop their technology with them at the festival.  

 


